ABSTRACT Thermal infrared (TIR) visual object tracking has been applied in various applications, such as pedestrian detection, wildlife observation, surveillance systems, and so on. The tracker function is to track a particular object of interest and generate its trajectory which will be integrated into a decision making process. Many trackers that are based on fully convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have good performance for RGB input, but it is not the case for the TIR input. Its lack of texture information and the fact that it produces similar heat maps between two nearby objects make the tracking task very challenging. By relying on a fully CNN network alone, a tracker can learn the appearance model but it will not work well if the object heat map looks too similar to the background. Hence, a Siamese CNN network can be implemented to complement the fully CNN, as it allows a set of recent object templates to be used for matching purposes. Yet, the Siamese network alone is not accurate especially in the case of occlusions, as the stored templates rarely produce robust matching. Thus, we propose a two-stream CNN tracker that combines the fully CNN and the Siamese CNN such that each network keeps a set of matching models to cater to diverse appearance changes. Furthermore, the CNN layers are shared between both CNN streams to reduce computational burden. A single dense score map is produced by overlaying the normalized scores of the two streams. The experiments on VOT-TIR 2016 database show that our tracker works well for the datasets with high motion blur, occlusion, and appearance deformation. Besides, the Siamese CNN response map can also be used as an indicator to decide the size of the search region.
I. INTRODUCTION
A thermal infrared (TIR) camera utilizes the infrared band of the radiation flux to produce a scene heat map. It produces stable images in various environmental conditions, e.g. on sunny and rainy days. Hence, it has been used in various outdoor systems such as surveillance systems [1] , self-driving cars [2] , poacher detection [3] and wildlife observation [4] . All these systems require a fundamental video analytics function, which is the ability to track objects of interest. It is needed for movement trajectory generation, which is a valuable cue in making clever decisions in most autonomous systems. However, most of the visual object trackers are specially designed for RGB input with very
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Corrado Mencar. few exceptions [5] , [6] . The main challenge in TIR camera tracking is homogeneous appearance of the tracked object that makes it less distinguishable from the surroundings, especially if two objects of the same class are located close to each other. Figure 1(a) shows that the TIR heat maps of four soccer players look almost identical with very minimal differences. The TIR image might also become saturated as shown in Figure 1(b) , where the heat map of the tracked object just becomes a big white blob comprising several objects. Hence, a dedicated tracker should be designed to address these unique challenges posed by TIR images.
In [7] - [10] , fully convolutional neural networks have been applied to track objects of interest by locating the patch with the highest score based on the trained foreground object. To ensure the trackers are robust to non-rigid deformation, several foreground models are maintained at each time. This approach does not fully utilize the output of the previous frames in deciding the future match. Sometimes, appearance evolution of a nonrigid target will cause a tracker to mismatch the tracked object between two consecutive frames. Hence, we introduce a two streams convolutional neural network (CNN) tracker that integrates fully CNN and Siamese CNN as shown in Figure 2 . We argue that the combination of both streams will leverage their unique strengths: the Siamese CNN improves the localization accuracy of the tracked object by finding the best match of the object with regards to previous frame information. On the other hand, the fully CNN stream is needed in the case of occlusion, where a Siamese CNN tends to underperform. For a fast moving object, this weakness can be attributed to the large appearance variation compared to the stored exemplar templates. To further reduce computational burden, a pseudo-siamese network introduced in [11] is implemented by sharing the fixed CNN layers with the fully CNN stream. Taking inspiration from [12] , a single recent updated object appearance model will likely suffer model drift and hence, a set of trained models are kept for each of the two CNN streams.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
• Complimentary integrated approach of fully CNN and Siamese CNN to single object tracking.
• Multiple models are learnt for both CNN streams to reduce model drift and overcome noisy update.
• Siamese CNN decision map is used to signify a case where the tracked object is out of search region.
• Size smoothing based on foreground information to better wrap the tracked object. This paper is arranged as follows: Section II discusses related work on full and Siamese CNN single object trackers. Section III describes the proposed multiple models twostream CNN tracker in details, which is followed by performance validation and discussion in Section IV. Section V summarizes the key findings of this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In [8] , a multiple domains fully convolutional neural network tracker has been developed by sharing the same CNN layers with several models of FC layers. The domain specific is assumed to be the temporal evolution of the tracked object based on a collection of frames given at a specific training interval. A real-time version of this approach is proposed in [13] by adopting R-CNN [14] methodology in which the CNN layers will be assessed only once and the estimated bounding boxes are generated and sampled at the end of CNN layers. Another method by Li et al. [15] also uses shared convolution features through region proposal networks as introduced in [16] . They apply Siamese network to match a set of proposed regions with an exemplar template which will be decided by discrete correlation filter.
Rather than using only the latest set of training data, a tree structured fully convolutional neural network has also been applied in [7] to allow a combined training data from selected previous intervals and the most recent interval to be fused together to update a new FC model. A set of fixed FC models is maintained throughout the tracking process by deleting the oldest model when a new child model is added to the tree. In [12] , a set of diverse FC model is kept to make sure that the system is sensitive to partial occlusion. The new FC model will replace the most similar existing model instead of stacking them up, which is critical when some parts of the object are occluded for a lengthy time. Otherwise, the new models will be trained based on the occluded appearance and consequently, the trained FC model of the unoccluded appearance will be deleted. To avoid overfitting, a BranchOut mechanism has been introduced in [17] by randomly dropping a FC branch during the training process. A similar idea is applied in [9] to avoid overfitting by employing a random binary mask to force the tracker to learn different portions of the object. Instead of using only the last CNN output, the method in [18] used the output of the fourth and fifth layers of the CNN to build the tracked object feature maps. The fourth layer focuses on generating the saliency map used for positioning, while the fifth layer focuses more on the discriminative features of the tracked object. Hence, nearby objects with similar appearance can be distinguished by putting more emphasis on the fifth layer output. A similar strategy is also used in [10] , in which the fourth and fifth CNN layers are used to determine the center point of the tracked object.
While a lot of full CNN trackers perform well in terms of accuracy, the Siamese CNN trackers outperform them in terms of speed. The majority of full CNN-based trackers do not run in real time, while the Siamese CNN tracker [19] can run at more than 50 frames per second. Even though the features are extracted from CNN layers, the matching model is done through a discriminative correlation filter. Instead of modeling the exemplar pair of the Siamese network with the full appearance of the tracked object, a region-based Siamese has been introduced in [20] to target several parts of the tracked object. A set of four position-sensitive CNNs that target different quarters of the tracked object is used to produce four response maps. By using several targeted regions, an object can still be tracked even if some parts of the object are occluded. Since the exemplar image used for pairing dynamically evolved throughout the video, Dai et al. [21] stored three types of templates, which are stable, soft stable and adaptive templates. The stable template is the user defined input when the tracker is initialized, while the latter two templates are updated periodically with different learning rates by assigning a higher rate to adaptive template.
The proposed two streams CNN tracker shown in Figure 3 adopts the tracking by detection philosophy, in which the tracked output is obtained through appearance matching with respect to the trained models. It relies on late fusion of decision maps which are derived from output scores of the two CNN streams. For each new frame, bounding box candidates are generated based on a set of sparse points sampling based on Gaussian distribution around the last known position of the tracked object. A set of test patches or bounding box candidates is then built centered on the sampling points which is then resized and passed to the CNN streams. The output scores of each CNN streams are normalized and overlayed on top of each other to create the final decision map. The output map is then clustered to distinguish the heat map of several objects. The center of moment of the best heat map will be the tentative center point of the output box. In the case of noncluttered environment, the tracked object size will be trimmed with the help of foreground segmentation information. The clutter index is inferred based on method in [22] .
A. ARCHITECTURE
Each of the CNN streams consist of three CNN layers and three FC layers. The goal of the CNN streams is to provide a combined score S = {s full , s siam } at each of the sampling points. For both streams, the CNN layers implement pretrained VGG-M weights and biases used in [7] and the FC layers are initialized randomly and trained by using cross entropy loss function. Figure 4 and 5 show the architecture of the full CNN with a set of n FC models and Siamese CNN with a set of m matching templates, respectively. Each of the n FC models represent the tracked object appearance model trained consecutively on a fixed time interval. Similarly, m matching templates of the target object is stored at one time. Each of them will be paired with the test patch to calculate the similarity score s siam . The input patch to the CNN layers is VOLUME 7, 2019 fixed to 75 × 75, while the input to FC layers of full CNN is 512. For the case of Siamese CNN, the input size to FC layer is 1024, which is a paired flatten CNN output of the test patch and the stored templates.
B. CANDIDATES GENERATION
The goal of this subsection is to generate a set of sparse sample points P = {p 0 , . . . , p k }, p ∈ R 2 such that the points score will be used to generate decision map D. Only k sparse sample points are generated to reduce computational burden, instead of dense sample points. For the current frame t, previous output bounding box B t−1 = [x t−1 , y t−1 , w t−1 , h t−1 ] information will be used to generate P t , which will be normally sampled around pivot point p pivot
Based on P t , a set of patches Q t = {q 0 , . . . , q k }, q ∈ R 4 will be generated with each patch q equal to
Initially, Q t follows the size of B t−1 , which is then and will be resized to 75 × 75. The resized Q is then fed to the two streams CNN to find the score S for each respective p i , i = {0, . . . , k}. An example of candidates generation is shown in Figure 6 .
C. CENTER POINT LOCALIZATION
This subsection clarifies the procedure to locate tentative bounding box B t as shown in Figure 7 . Output scores of the two CNN streams for each p i , i = {0, . . . , k} are s full and s siam , in which only scores of the foreground object are used while background class scores are discarded. Unlike [7] and [8] , where localization decision is made based on just a few top score samples, our tracker output is inferred from the whole score map. This approach results in more accurate localization as there are a lot of cases where many points share almost similar score values. Two dense decision maps D will be created based on score S of the sampling points P. The dense maps are obtained by using a set of sparse points P by assigning the same score S i to the neighboring points of p i such that
Let r be
where r is the radius in which an individual point score will affect its neighborhood scores with N P as the scaling factor. The radius is dependent on the combined width and height of the last updated tracked bounding box. Two decision maps D full and D siam are the product of both s full and s siam , respectively. The resultant decision maps are then normalized first to the range of [0, 255], where they are combined by adding up the scores with ceiling value of 255 to produce final score map D t . The center of moment is used to find the tentative center points of B t . However, D t will be clustered first to distinguish between objects with similar appearance, which is a normal occurrence in TIR images. Let a set of cluster C from D t be defined as {c 0 , . . . , c a } where a 
The tentative coordinate (B t x , B t y ) is obtained by finding the center of moment for c best .
D. SIZE SMOOTHING
A fixed size assumption is not suitable because all the test videos contain an object of interest with varying size. Thus, foreground information can help the tracker to adjust the size of the output B t given that the scene is not cluttered because of noisy foreground information for a cluttered environment. Initially, clutter index of the scene is first analyzed by using approach in [22] based on foreground segmentation information. Clutter index of the scene is measured with respect to surrounding area of tentative B t , where if the index is smaller than a threshold τ , size adjustment is performed. A scaled up region of B t , which we denote as B t+ is first constructed and converted into binary representation with 0 as low and 1 as high values, respectively. The clutter index is calculated as follows with X as the set of all points within B t+ .
A set of foreground blobs G = {g 0 , . . . , g |G| } is extracted by using method in [23] where all the blobs are compared against tentative B t to rank them according to intersection over union (IoU ) measure. The blobs with the maximum IoU will be chosen to adjust the size of tentative B t as shown in Equations 6 and 7. 
where
E. MODEL UPDATE Figure 8 indicates the update process flow for full CNN with n FC models. By keeping a set of n FC models, the possibility of noisy update can be reduced. If a noisy FC model is added to the set, it is more likely to be dropped in the next update due to low score s full . For both CNN streams, the same set of positive training samples Q +ve = {q 0 +ve , . . . , q v +ve } ∈ R v,4 and negative training samples Q −ve = {q 0 −ve , . . . , q v −ve } ∈ R v,4 are used where v is the total number of training data. Q +ve and Q −ve are obtained by normally sampled around B t with limiting IoU factor F = {f +ve , f −ve }. The rationale behind this step is to make sure that positive training data are sampled around the last updated position. It is a weak supervision process in which no ground truth is given once the tracker has been initialized. Yet, we still limit the sampling to a certain IoU to consider size variations and pose changes. Minimal IoU limit is also imposed to the sampling of negative training data because of assumption that background information that is closer to the foreground object is more significant compared to the faraway background.
From then, the pivot FC model is chosen among existing n FC models based on the highest s full , which will be retrained with Q +ve and Q −ve . However, the FC model with the lowest score s full from the n models will be replaced with the newly trained FC model. For the Siamese CNN, the same set of Q +ve and Q −ve is used to update the only FC model as shown Figure 9 . Similar to full CNN, the highest score s siam among the m pairing templates will be chosen to retrain the FC model. Also, the new template is chosen among {B t , . . . , B t+z } where z is the number of frame interval between two updates, which will replace the template with the lowest s siam . Unlike [19] , a set of templates is maintained for our Siamese CNN to cater various evolution of the tracked object appearances.
III. EXPERIMENTS
A set of three FC models is used for full CNN, while a set of four exemplar templates is used for Siamese CNN. Both FC layers of the CNN streams are trained by using Adam optimizer [24] with learning rate of 0.0005. A clutter threshold τ of 0.5 is used to distinguish between cluttered environment or not. N P equal to 8 is used to signify the score reach of each candidate point. For sampling variances, σ 1 and σ 2 are set to 1 and 3, respectively with k = 200. f +ve is set to 0.7, while f −ve is set to 0.3. The performance measures and dataset of VOT-TIR 2016 challenge [25] are used for validation purposes, which is the same dataset used in VOT-TIR 2017 challenge [26] .
Four VOT-TIR evaluation metrics that include accuracy (Ac), robustness (Ro), reliability (Re) and expected area overlap (EAO) are used to quantify our tracker performance. Ac captures how well the inferred B t overlaps with the ground truth B t gt while Ro measures the number of tracking failures in a video sequence of α length. A tracking failure occurs when there is no overlapping area between the tracked output and the ground truth. Since Ro does not have upper bound, Re is introduced to measure the likelihood of successful tracking after 100 frames.
Both Ac and Ro follow the re-initialization protocol, which is triggered if the tracker output IoU is less than zero. On the contrary, EAO does not require re-initialization where it averages the IoU over a range of frames between upper limit, lim up and lower limit, lim low . It is used to rank the tracker using a trade-off between accuracy and robustness measures.
The tracker is initialized by using a ground truth bounding box in the first frame. Positive and negative training data are then generated based on B 0 by using similar approach in model update. An equal number of positive and negative training data is used for full CNN networks while a ratio 2:1 of positive versus negative training data is used for Siamese CNN. In this paper, both networks are trained by using cross-entropy loss function with minibatch sampling of 128. The convergence of Siamese network is faster compared to the full CNN networks. We do aware that most Siamese networks are trained by using contrastive loss but due to the unique shared CNN layers, we have decided to use the same loss function. The training cycle is set to be maximum of 50 epochs. The weights and biases of FC layers are initialized randomly according to Gaussian distribution with mean and variance equal to 0 and 0.333, respectively. The same trained weights and biases are copied to each of the m models of Siamese CNN. The full CNN also follows the same approach because of the possibility of occlusion during the early stage of tracking. If there is only a single saved model during occlusion, the full model data will likely consist of noisy update. With a few models initialization, only one of the saved models will be replaced with the newly trained data and hence there will be other few models that retained the unoccluded object information.
B. ATTRIBUTE-BASED VALIDATION
This section measures tracker performance with respect to different attributes of the test videos. The two-stream CNN tracker and its two standalone components, full CNN and Siamese CNN are tested and validated. VOT-TIR 2016 datasets are divided into the following five sub-classes: 1) Motion blur: 'ragged', 'quadrocopter' 2) Distractor: 'soccer', 'street', 'crowd', 'mixed_ distractors', 'saturated', 'running_rhino' 3) Blend in: 'bird', 'quadrocopter2', 'garden' 4) Appearance deformation: 'birds', 'boat1', 'boat2', 'car1', 'excavator', 'hiding', 'selma' 5) Occlusion: 'depthwise_crossing', 'car2', 'crouching', 'dog', 'trees1', 'trees2', 'jacket' Even though some of the test videos contain more than one test attribute, only the most prominent attribute is considered. For the case of motion blur, both of the test videos 'ragged' and 'quadrocopter' contain motion blur at certain frames which is caused by sudden fast movement of the tracked object. Our proposed tracker utilizes the response of Siamese CNN to predict the possibility of this sudden speed change. Table 1 shows the performance of the twostream CNN tracker with the best EAO of 0.252. It still manages to track the object even when the object suddenly stops moving and creates blur appearance. Moreover, both full CNN and Siamese CNN fail to track the object in that case and it explains the reason for high tracking failure rate. Full CNN tracker still produces response in its decision map even though the tracked object is out of the search region. Its accuracy of 0.566 is high but at the trade-off of high failure rate of around 5.667. Even though the Siamese CNN is able to signal to the tracker that the searched object is out of range, yet it still fails to find the location accurately as there is no matched appearance to the blurred case. The failure rate of Siamese CNN is the highest with 7.167 as compared to the two-stream CNN with just 0.333. Distractor is a test case where the video contains other nearby objects with similar heat map to the tracked object. The main challenge of this attribute is track swapping in which the trajectory switches to the other objects. It is a difficult challenge for a tracker that follows track-by-detection philosophy because minimal emphasis is given to the trajectory prediction. Based on Table 2 , the full CNN performs the worst with the lowest EAO of 0.136 with the highest failure rate of 1.111. However, it still performs the best for the 'street' test video with the largest EA0 of 0.061 compared to 0.020 for the two-stream CNN. Generally, Siamese CNN produces less track failure compared to the full CNN because of its ability to distinguish the object as long as it is not occluded. The pairing mechanism is able to find the match even when distractors are in proximity of the tracked object. However, with two-stream CNN, both discriminative features of full CNN and Siamese CNN are fully exploited to complement each other, especially for the test videos of 'soccer' and 'running_rhino' as shown in Figure 10(a-b) .
Blend in is the hardest challenge for a CNN-based tracker. It happens when the tracked object appearance looks almost similar to the background as shown in Figure 10 (c-d). For this case, a track-by-detection tracker will almost surely fail as the object can only be traced by motion model. Table 3 shows that all three trackers do not perform satisfactorily for this test attribute. The failure rates are high with very small EAO of less than 0.1. This indicates that neither full CNN nor Siamese CNN is discriminative enough to locate the object once it blends with the background.
Appearance deformation is usually attributed to human subjects as the appearance varies a lot when we move. Most of the appearance changes are the result of turning such that different parts of the object are captured as time goes on. In VOT-TIR dataset, objects in test videos 'boat1' and 'hiding' have totally different appearance in the later stage compared to during initialization phase. Hence, an accurate model update is critical in order to be robust to this attribute so that the right size of the tracked object can be captured. Table 4 shows the performance of two-stream CNN tracker as compared to stand alone full CNN and Siamese CNN trackers. An interesting fact is Siamese CNN tracker performs better than full CNN tracker with higher EAO of 0.144 compared to 0.137. This is inline with our initial argument that if the set of exemplar templates are updated correctly, Siamese CNN can produce a more accurate tracker as the recent shape of the tracked object is used to find the match. However, it is difficult to update the correct size especially when the object is turning as shown in Figure 11 . The CNN model tends to maintain the proportion of the background information with respect to the foreground object and hence, leads to wrong size update.
Lastly, occlusion is one of the hardest challenges for CNN tracker that relies on full scale detection without any partbased manipulation. The proposed two-stream CNN tracker contains both full CNN and Siamese CNN models that consider the object as a whole. The localization of the object is heavily affected by the occlusion ratio. Still, the two-stream CNN works relatively well for test videos 'crouching', 'jacket', 'depthwise_crossing', 'dog' and 'trees1' with zero failure rate. Table 5 shows that the EAO for the two-stream CNN is 0.271 with low failure rate of 0.81. Siamese CNN tracker performance is slightly lower compared to full CNN as track failure is more likely to occur during occlusion. However, all three trackers do not perform well for test video 'car2' as the proportion of occlusion is too large, coupled with the deformation attribute when the car is turning. 
C. BENCHMARK VALIDATION
Seven other trackers are selected to benchmark two-stream CNN performance, which are DSST [27] , DPT [28] , DeepMKCF [29] , Staple [30] , SHCT [31] , MvCF [32] and MDNet [8] . Table 6 shows that two-stream CNN is the most robust tracker with the least average track failure of just 1.76, followed by MDNet and SCHT trackers with Ro Figure 12 shows the expected average overlap curve tested on VOT-TIR 2016 dataset. It shows that only three trackers have managed to track the object of interest without failure after 1000 frames, which are two-stream CNN, MDNet and DPT.
However, the two-stream CNN tracker EAO is just slightly less compared to MDNet with 0.172 as opposed to 0.176. The failure rate for two-stream CNN is low and thus the track life span is longer which has resulted in slightly lower average accuracy. We also would to point out that most of the tracking applications such as physiotherapy analysis [33] and self-driving car [34] emphasis more on the tracking robustness especially for the case of short term tracking. The aforementioned systems need to still functioning well albeit lower accuracy, rather than having a tracking failure which will totally affect the systems accuracy. Therefore, many systems do not prefer frequent reinitialization so that human intervention can be minimized. The two-stream CNN also works well for the motion blur case such as test video 'ragged' where all other benchmark trackers failed to spot the boat once it stops moving suddenly.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the two-stream CNN tracker has managed to integrate both full CNN and Siamese CNN streams to improve tracking accuracy. It works well for the test videos that contain motion blur, appearance deformation and occlusion. We would like to highlight that the two-stream CNN is the only tracker manages to spot the boat in test video 'ragged' that contains several sudden stop-start motions. It is also the most robust tracker with the lowest failure rate of just 1.76. However, the tracker does not perform well for the case of blend as it lacks motion prediction. The Siamese decision map has also been successfully used to signal the need for search region expansion. Moreover, size adjustment based on foreground information has helped in improving tracking accuracy especially for the test videos that contain appearance deformation.
